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for shaun and travis



prologues



cast of characters

Our main mope is Steven Malakova, 
light-hearted, lounging in county on his Jesus tattoo,
hours dropped reconnecting with D O’Connor,
tight bros from way back when. D’s in and out of

jail and Wen Island, AKA Ponytail, 
who has D’s baby girl but neither know
hail from Mary. Wen, Steven and D thrash
through Wyoming sharing solos and

throwing bottles until Rebbecca (with
Two B’s in her name and under her shirt)
mows through town to strip at the Hive and
move past some scary shit. She often

wakes up under unfamiliar sheets with the
shakes, a stable of young ghosts at her feet.



what laws govern a choir 

Lungs racked by sobs
sung through cigarette distractions,

four lipstuck skulls pray for the first
time. Baby talk clatters through the cloudy 
odor of fresh grief as Ponytail’s kid
climbs over the pews, over her mother,

over the pastor’s tart paragraphs
which writhe above our restless away team.
O’Connor loved God and Slayer we are told, an
itch above Rebbecca’s eyebrow. D’s guitar

sits like a stuffed dog guarding the empty casket. 
Steven cries out of every pore in 
his face until he’s soaked in an
uneven harmony of stale hiccups.



underground

Steven has a glowing portrait of
Jesus on the left half of his ass,

that already over-
pale face, now upended and
detached at the larynx. Look past the
nail marks and you can

see the loose fibers of His
holy esophagus. O’Connor 
needled the blotchy lips but lost 
control on the halo—a tattoo of scabs and the

kind of salt saved for margaritas and
funerals. Still, when Steven sits, he’s
reminded of the bets he lost and the
murals forever unpricked in his skin.
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table of contents, with errors 

Ponytail fusses with her acrylic 
spinner, and the speckled hook drags Steven’s

blood-stained shirt. She stole his 
moisture. I hear she likes her men
lassoed around a permanent needlepoint of
teeth chiseling themselves out on the icy

asphalt. All it takes is a single errant
periphery. And for the first time D
swore he’d choke down the holy spirit,
true new as it was back on the gravel,

lapping the honey between Two B’s
omelets for an end seat. Before the
wrong man’s bed, another night dreams of
ticks bloated on our own blood. Forget it.



sister cities 

Ponytail fusses with her acrylic 
nails, paints them in Onyx Licorice.

She meditates on the extra weight, this
formulaic application of 
feeble pressure and glue. They hide her
anemic fingers from a mechanized, 

involuntary gnawing. Wen waves the digits
slowly; each becomes a connoisseur of
sultry air packed deep in her lungs. She
blows out from bent, glazed lips. Ponytail

prefers to think of herself as a hybrid—
half meltdown, half always-open doorway.
Lepers like us, she says to Steven, always
laugh when it snows in Little Chornobyl.



role-playing the people you know 

O’Connor’s ghost zips around like a glass
spinner, and the speckled hook drags Steven’s 

thoughts through a murky helix that stops at
Two B’s and her static eyes. Kova is 
caught in an swamp of adulterous 
clues, each one wary of burial by bottle:

five new fingerprints in her charcoal eye-
shadow, extra hours twirling at the
Hive, where the stalls ain’t for sitting, 
though in a place like that, with blacklights that

drink up her scars and stretch marks, 
laps will be sat in. Daniel melts in a 
wink before Steven can ask about this 
relapse to earth or who was driving the car.



the sheets of november 

Meet me a man born
Steven, with sideburns colored like a

blood-stained shirt. I stole his 
copy of Folsom, that petroleum
train wreck, I plucked it from the
top of his dresser back

when we used to split a house. Now we 
talk about taste, but the syllables
often flutter like
wasps trapped in the storm windows

above the sink. Malakova would’ve 
given me that record. He has problems with
love and tattooed vermin, a cult of
pigeons who shred him up and leave the limbs.



paratron 

Of all the nurses Wyoming drowns with
love, Island is easily the most

tropical—her aura swings with 
moisture. I hear she likes her men in
monocles, but allowances are made on a per-
puncture basis. She has much to forgive—the

Jersey-style beat-down she dropped on
Rebbecca’s peeling roof, which was a drunk
courtesy for her new roommate, my humble
cousin, magnetized by long hair and bike chains.

Forgive her baby’s forgotten
name, as well as the father who was redacted
with a brush coated in bourbon, cut from her
mane cast high as a pony reared up.  



my social worker vamps

Easy—Rebbecca, no contest. She brings
me spotless diaries, unswept by ink,

though bloody loops unfurl along her arms
imitating elementary cursive
lassoed around permanent needlepoint of
gyrating dragons and handguns. Mostly she

jabbers about Prada and makeup, but
once, between boyfriends and enemies, her
daughter was dropped—the first dead leaf of Fall.
Clients like Rebbecca hoard the details;

we rifle through their emotional chaff.
What’s her name? I ask, hiding my damp hands.
She rolls her eyes, which look like popped flashbulbs:
runts like us don’t deserve our own names.



father figure 

Picking up hitchhikers has never been
strictly forbidden, just glared upon.

My mother did the glaring after I sat
underneath the hollow plywood buffalo
by the state border, with a charred clutch,
teeth chiseling themselves out on the icy

breeze, hoping someone or another would
stop and offer me a seatbelt. Random
mercies bloom in a snowblink, so on the
blacktop crossing twenty-five and eighty

I snagged an old man with scabby ears to 
return the karma. Later we cut a
semi-circle through four lanes and I finally
learned about shaving, patience, and sex.



autoanalysis 

Bearing an empty polyethylene
ring—the kind that threatens to

suffocate dolphins, the kind meant to tie
together six cans of pork—Steven
deflates through self-medication. He is a
leather jacket still unscarred by age or

asphalt, but all it takes is a single errant
atom. His fingers rub the plastic  
tassel to banish any fresh haunts from the
museum of fossilized cat shit he’s limping

out of. But soon a bench press will wear his
bedding. Who told Steven that bleach-cut
powder would prime her heart? Couldn’t hurt,
renting a room in a new nursery.



steven’s first taste 

The girl with whom I first fell in
love, during another windy spring, looked

like a boy. Before my beard grew
un-erasable, before my first chrome
bike, I memorized how Wen’s eyelashes
wobbled around her maple irises. 

Her buzz-cut was always in my
periphery, and for the first time I’d
consider my wardrobe in the morning.
D and I dabbled as stalkers, but open

windows were too dangerous—instead we
wrote everything down. As the last three weeks
closed in on grade six I lost two winter
coats and took my first risk.  



pocket bible 

This melon ain’t much for comprehension.
Piss ‘n Lithium’s all that’s left in me

after my Baptist husband forgot his favorite
form of birth-control and “accidentally”
swerved two inches—I got dual infections.
Warm water won’t rinse this, my father said,

pouring his hands over the dank globe of 
skin below my ribcage. That’s why I 
swore I’d never choke down the holy spirit
again while gunnin’ the fuck away from

Texas. I’m not proud. It’s obvious each
line I inhaled siphoned my memory of
carcasses and children, the two things my
spine couldn’t carry from wreck or fire.



there are no accidents 

Oh you and your kelpy teeth, stuffed in those
avocado gums like broken doors

buried dune-deep in some beach. You’ve been 
awake for years, sanding your sinuses and
weeding out the disposable fiancées.
Ache shall ripple through the prairie when one

jellyfish is finally chosen and 
you can write your life of perforated 
wishes. Beware of jealousy, D said,
true now as it was back on the gravel of

Alta Vista’s swing set. I learned the word
harlot in a book full of old women,
Rebbecca murmured, brakes locked, before D’s
guts got tumbled over the arctic dashboard.



operation: jaw 

Everyone else keeps spewing the incorrect
version—Daniel didn’t throw the can of

gas into the fire, he tried to punt it out. But
when his beat-up boot connected, after the
cassette clicked over from side A to B, 
then the blaze went from bonfire to nearly

nuclear, and Daniel had to have his 
skin rearranged. It isn’t the first story to 
feature D and surgery. He often stuck his
chin where it should never have been,

lapping the honey between Two B’s
thighs or grazing Island’s nipples. A pair of
black queens immersed in cheap company, their
eyes always sweep in the same direction.



old friends at the laramie county bed & breakfast 

We re-met in the hallway of cell-block
fifteen, after years of fucking around on the

brink of cliché. I was snagged walking
out of Four Winds, the liquor store with a
pink elephant rusting on the roof, 
flouting its saucy trunk. Officer Jefferson

took my fake and found a bag in my pants,
not even enough to get high, I told Mom,
looking at her forehead. She was tired,
hot, and said that thirty-five days would

suit me. Inside we wore blue. I traded my 
omelet for an end seat. And before they
reduced my sentence I heard this scabby
epithet—Kova, you shit, how are you?



breed away from me 

From two seconds into the cyclical future
comes Rebbecca, sex-employed and

a stranger to focus. She’s an ashtray of ice.
She is a child of legal age. She was
made to disintegrate, no matter how
many gelcaps she swallows. Her allergies

are red dyes, pork, white knights, any
daylight between six am and two am, 
dollar tippers with salty knuckles, 
grimy children like the girl that

belongs to Ponytail—snot from heel to
curl. Too often, Rebbecca wakes up in the
wrong man’s bed, another night dreaming of
pearls and the taste of onions again.



s.m. meets a cactus on interstate eighty 

You should have dumped that prismatic 
glue horse after she melted the

undercarriage of your mom’s sedan in
Nevada. You can’t wipe off the emotional 
sludge that coats her Texan burns. When she
abandons you, like in the Elko motel room

lined with velvet paintings of pillowy
escorts, that is when her tongue 
pines for the texture of your
quartz-colored cock, the way your neck is

always warm, but you can’t understand that.
Catalytic converters you get, the grass fire
makes sense, but waking up alone in a bed full of
ticks bloated on your own blood, forget it.



epilogues



rebbecca writes a letter 

Hunger that rings out my stomach like a
grape washcloth only occurs in the slow

season, when I can wear my glasses to
work without the usual promise of 
sleazy fog. Even Christmas can’t keep out the
lurks, the coke-dusted swingers with

butter to spread, the eczema outcasts who
want a receipt for everything. They set their
dentures in a wine glass, the bicuspids 
taunting me with flecks of oregano.

Give me a man who will 
pinch the zits on my back, who eats pasta
with his hands. I swear I will not 
flinch the first time he cooks for me.



shelf life 

California calls but Malakova
can’t overcome his fear of the interstate—

not to his dad, not to his palms soaked
through with oil. He likes Wyoming 
hot, doors jammed open, when the sky fades 
blue with clouds of spun fiber. His

truck leaks everything and growls against the
wind that keeps him tacked down. Distance
deducts by the mile, for Steven; time’s
thinned through the occasional town that

sprouts around some hot spring or ice cream 
parlor. He tells himself it’s too late to pull
out—brakes to change, lawns to mow, and
summer’s two seconds are already up.



born under mumbles 

Pops just got an ash Stratocaster for 
a show. He bought it broken-in. His old
ax is drilled up, leaning against my wall,
the Tele I learned “House of the

Rising Sun” on. Back barely twelve, I would
open the oil-soaked case, like it held 
a goddamn glass sword instead of single-
coil pickups, worn maple neck, ten-gauge 

nickel-wound D’Addarios. Now it stares 
me down through seven blankets. Dad’s first
lesson: name every guitar you get. I
think about the leather vest he’ll wear tonight,

it’s rotting wrinkles, a Marlboro seething
above the tuning pegs, the cracked finish.
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